
Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum 
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged 
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally 
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to 
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Attack! 101 Magic amongst the kauri Part 2 

Chris Horne and drama Part 2 

Greetings: my name is Chris Horne and I teach at Glen Eden Intermediate as the Dramatic Arts Specialist.  

In reading Attack! 100 Ann McGlashan from Auckland University wrote: 

On 29/11/2016, at 1:30 PM, Ann McGlashan <a.mcglashan@auckland.ac.nz 

Hello Chris 

Kelvin has painted the exact climate, approach, feeling, and environment that you so capably craft and 
your very fortunate students experience. They won't realise how blessed they are, but as they move on in 
life the strategies learned in your learning space will be a significant part of their life tool box. 

Thank you for sharing your experience. 

‘If only those in the education bureaucracy could see something like this and allow their consciences to 
value and admire what they had seen.’  

Ann  
 
My interest in drama education began during my teacher training in the mid-70s. I attended my first drama 
lectures with Terry McNamara, presently the NZ Herald art critic and, shortly after, viewed a grainy black 
and white film of Dorothy Heathcote using process drama teaching. The pedagogy was accessible, natural, 
and genuine, a way of learning that gave students power and ownership. After first exploring feature-length 
film-making with students, it wasn’t until the mid-80s that I began to use process/devised drama in my 
classroom practice, attend workshops and eventually run workshops of my own. In 1999 I became a drama 
adviser and soon after began lecturing in drama at the University of Auckland while at the same time 
assisting in drama resource development for the ministry of education.  My teaching is a focus for my 
doctorate and working with Masters and post-graduate research projects with students from the University 
of Auckland.  

The students and I work to together to lift each other.  

Recently, for instance, inspired by the phonetically spelt graphic novel 
‘Woolvs in the Sitee’, under the constraints that they be sincere, 
succinct, and purposeful, the students wrote ‘graffiti’ messages to 
capture the struggle of the city’s remaining inhabitants against the 
‘woolvs’.  Displayed on stage flats, designed and constructed by the 
students, they also depicted the apartments of a decaying city under 
siege. The wolves, depicted as shadows, symbolically represented 
human fears, loneliness, confusion, ignorance, and misunderstandings. 
The student murals illustrated the moment in the text, ‘I peers throo 
the kertins, I peers at the stranj, streekee sunsets’ – beautiful yet toxic 
clouds of dust particles.  The semi-abstract whole-class collaborative 
dye compositions combined the visual art and drama principles of 
contrast, tension, rhythm/movement, and pattern.  

Here I am working with my students on the drama described in Attack! 
100. The artwork in the background was created by the students to 
depict the space between what lies beneath – the ocean water that is 
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volatile, calm, transparent, opaque, concealing, and revealing.  

But that is where we are; in this posting I want to get you going on drama, or help you to move on from 
where you are. 

My responsibility is to empower students to take control of their lives. Through drama, I create 
opportunities for students to work collaboratively with very little teacher direction and to be intrinsically 
motivated. My students are supported to think and feel more deeply, creatively, and empathetically, to 
make good decisions based on prioritising and considering consequences.  

My students are trusted and guided to be risk takers; to be curious; to challenge assumptions, stereotypes, 
authoritative assertions, and the credibility of sources; to think deeply and critically; to take and defend 
positions; to tolerate uncertainty; and to be open-minded.  

My physical teaching space is a rich, sensory environment that encourages curiosity and raises questions. 
Much like an artist’s studio, it is full of artefacts, images, students’ writing, artworks, construction materials, 
props and stages.   

I work slowly, sometimes in role, enabling depth in the students’ reflections. I ask for responses, not 
answers, asking the students not for what they see, but what they notice and feel.  

I am guided by their responses, often altering the depth and direction of the lesson as needed.  Ideas are 
shaped and refined cooperatively. I believe in co-artistry and the importance of play. I tell my students that 
they are a constant source of inspiration and delight and that I come to school to learn, not to teach 

Education should be a liberating, transformative process and the creative process must be a part of social 
change. It must deal with issues that are relevant to and resonate with emerging adolescents. Even at the 
year 7-8 level our students should be working on the general consciousness of what needs to change, 
societally, personally and educationally – and I openly discuss my political and educational perspectives with 
my students.  

Drama naturally blends the affective, cognitive, and physical domains and is an ideal conduit to teach all 
learning areas. It is language based, language rich and provides an authentic, believable context for all 
students to understand the human condition as they ‘become someone else, somewhere else, with others.’  

Under the current measurement and compliance-based national standards model, students are constantly 
under pressure to conform and perform.  Our students’ self-worth rising and falling, commensurate with 
high or low grades as they constantly ask themselves, ‘Am I good enough?’ In contrast, to foster 
imaginative thinking and creativity, and for students to reach their full potential, I tell them, ‘You are good 
enough, just as you are.’ What do I mean?  

I have confidence in you 

You are worth trusting 

You are capable 

I hold you in unconditional positive regard 

You are inherently valuable, a good person of innate worth 

I do not judge you 

Do not concern yourself with what others may think 

Be yourself.  

Continued in Part 3


